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AP® CHEMISTRY
2017 SCORING COMMENTARY
Question 7
Overview
This question required students to use their knowledge and understanding of electrochemistry to answer a two-part
question about choosing an appropriate titrant for use on a redox titration.
In this question the Learning Objectives (LO) assessed were 3.9 and 3.12. The Science Practices (SP) assessed were
2.2, 2.3, 4.2, 5.1, and 6.4.
In part (a) the students had to use standard reduction potentials of half-reactions to calculate the standard cell
potential for two titration reactions. In determining the concentration of hydrogen peroxide, H2O2, in a solution of
hydrogen peroxide, there were two possible titrants, either dichromate ion, Cr2O72−(aq) or cobalt(II) ion, Co2+(aq).
In answering parts (a)(i) and (a)(ii), students needed to recognize when to reverse the sign of the standard reduction
potential (E°) of a particular half-reaction. In addition, students needed to recognize that E° is an intensive quantity,
which means its value should not be multiplied by the stoichiometric factor used to balance the electrons. Students
needed to recognize that both calculations in part (a) are linked to part (b). Parts (b)(i) and (b)(ii) dealt with the
relationship between two driving forces of a chemical reaction: standard cell potential, E°, and standard Gibbs free
energy, ∆G°. E° values are independent of the number of electrons transferred, while ∆G° (∆G° = −nFE°) is an
extensive property that depends on the number of electrons transferred. The students were asked to choose the titrant
for which the titration reaction is thermodynamically favorable at 298 K and then calculate the value of ∆G° for the
reaction between the chosen titrant and H2O2(aq).
Sample: 7A
Score: 4
This response earned 4 of 4 possible points. The student earned 1 point in part (a)(i) for choosing the correct halfreactions and reversing the correct half-reaction. The student earned 1 point in part (a)(ii) for choosing the correct
half-reactions and reversing the correct half-reaction. The student earned 1 point in part (b)(i) for choosing the
correct titrant and justifying the answer by saying that E° > 0. The student earned 1 point in part (b)(ii) for using the
calculated E° from part (a)(i) to calculate ∆G°.
Sample: 7B
Score: 3
This response earned 3 of 4 possible points. The student earned 1 point in part (a)(i) for choosing the correct halfreactions and reversing the correct half-reaction. The student also earned 1 point in part (a)(ii) for choosing the
correct half-reactions and reversing the correct half-reaction. The student earned 1 point in part (b)(i) for choosing
the correct titrant and justifying the answer by saying it will result in a positive E° value. The point was not earned in
part (b)(ii) because the student uses the wrong number of electrons to calculate ∆G°.
Sample: 7C
Score: 1
This response earned 1 of 4 possible points. No point was earned in part (a)(i) because the student uses the wrong
half-reaction for H2O2 (equation # 2) and reverses the half-reaction of dichromate. No point was earned in part (a)(ii)
because, even though the student uses the correct half-reactions, the wrong half-reaction (equation # 2) is reversed.
The student earned 1 point in part (b)(i) for choosing the correct titrant and justifying the answer by saying
dichromate has a greater E°. No point was earned in part (b)(ii) because, even though the student consistently uses
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Question 7 (continued)
the calculated E° from part (a) and the correct number of electrons, the sign of the calculated value is incorrect.
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